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Israel offers to pay migrants
$3,500 to leave, threatens jail

Government sets a three-month deadline

Established 1961 

JERUSALEM: Israel said yesterday it would pay thou-
sands of African migrants living illegally in the country to
leave, threatening them with jail if they are caught after the
end of March. Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, in
public remarks at a cabinet meeting on the payment pro-
gram, said a barrier Israel completed in 2013 along its bor-
der with Egypt had effectively cut off a stream of “illegal
infiltrators” from Africa
after some 60,000
crossed the desert fron-
tier. The vast majority
came from Eritrea and
Sudan and many said
they fled war and perse-
cution as well as econom-
ic hardship, but Israel
treats them as economic
migrants.

The plan launched this
week offers African
migrants a $3,500 pay-
ment from the Israeli gov-
ernment and a free air ticket to return home or go to “third
countries”, which rights groups identified as Rwanda and
Uganda. “We have expelled about 20,000 and now the
mission is to get the rest out,” Netanyahu said. An immi-
gration official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said
there are some 38,000 migrants living illegally in Israel,
and some 1,420 are being held in two detention centers.
“Beyond the end of March, those who leave voluntarily will
receive a significantly smaller payment that will shrink
even more with time, and enforcement measures will

begin,” the official said, referring to incarceration.  Some
have lived for years in Israel and work in low-paying jobs
that many Israelis shun. Israel has granted asylum to fewer
than one percent of those who have applied and has a
years-long backlog of applicants. Rights groups have
accused Israel of being slow to process African migrants’
asylum requests as a matter of policy and denying legiti-

mate claims to the status.
Netanyahu has called the
migrants’ presence a threat
to Israel’s social fabric and
Jewish character, and one
government minister has
referred to them as “a can-
cer”.

Teklit Michael, a 29-
asylum seeker from Eritrea
living in Tel Aviv, said in
response to the Israeli plan
that paying money to other
governments to take in
Africans was akin to

“human trafficking and smuggling”. “We don’t know what
is waiting for us (in Rwanda and Uganda),” he told Reuters
by telephone. “They prefer now to stay in prison (in Israel)
instead.” In his remarks, Netanyahu cited the large pres-
ence of African migrants in Tel Aviv’s poorer neighbor-
hoods, where he said “veteran residents” - a reference to
Israelis - no longer feel safe. “So today, we are keeping our
promise to restore calm, a sense of personal security and
law and order to the residents of south Tel Aviv and those
in many other neighborhoods,” he said.—Reuters

ANKARA: Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
tomorrow visits Paris for talks with French counterpart
Emmanuel Macron, seeking to start the New Year by
warming relations with the European Union after a
torrid 2017. Macron will host Erdogan at the Elysee
Palace with talks expected to range from Syria to
trade ties, and the French side is also expected to
sound concern over the human rights situation in
Turkey.

But high on the agenda will be Turkey’s relations
with the EU, which Ankara has sought to join for the
last 50 years in an epic membership saga that
appeared to hit the buffers amid bitter rows in
2017.”By getting closer to France, Turkey is seeking to
give a new boost to its EU membership bid,” said Jana
Jabbour, professor of Political Science at Sciences Po
University in Paris and the author of a book on Turkish
foreign policy. She said this need was especially acute
at a time of diplomatic tensions with the United States
following Donald Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem as
the capital of Israel.

‘Starting somewhere’
The Turkish leader has been a frequent visitor to

Russia, the Gulf and Africa over the last year but has
been rarely sighted in Europe since the July 15, 2016
coup bid aimed at removing him from power.  The visit
to France will be his first since the botched putsch.
Over the last year-discounting G20 and NATO sum-
mits-Erdogan’s only trips to EU member states have
been to Poland and Greece. Still absent from the pres-
idential itinerary is a visit to Germany. Ankara endured
its bitterest crisis in 2017 with Berlin, which was
roundly critical of the crackdown that followed the
failed coup and has left some 55,000 jailed.  

While German Chancellor Angela Merkel has often
talked tough on Turkey, Macron has however made
clear the need to “avoid ruptures” with a country that
is an “essential partner”. Samim Akgonul, lecturer at
Strasbourg University, said Turkey and the EU had
“to start somewhere” in finding an improvement in
relations and the only two countries who could do
this were Germany and France.  But he expressed
doubt there could be any radical change for the bet-
ter in 2018. “I don’t think that relations can advance
structurally.”

‘Won’t sacrifice ties for rights’ 
Erdogan last week appeared to hold out an olive

branch to the EU, saying “we must reduce the number
of enemies and increase the number of friends.” He
praised Macron-as well as the German leadership-for
support over the Jerusalem issue, saying the EU and
Ankara were on the same page. The shared opposition
of both Brussels and Ankara to Trump’s move could
itself stimulate better relations. “They (Paris) did not
leave us by ourselves on this issue (Jerusalem),”
Erdogan said. Ahead of the visit, Erdogan’s spokesman
Ibrahim Kalin described France as a “leading ally” and
expressed hope that the visit would further boost their
alliance. The Elysee said that as well as Syria and the
Palestinian issue, “the issue of human rights” would be
discussed. Trade is also important with both sides
looking to lift a current trade volume that stands at
$13.38 billion.  

Meanwhile hosting Erdogan in Paris gives Macron-
who since his election in May last year has sought a
new prominence for France on the European and
world stages-another high-profile and potentially sen-
sitive guest.  Macron has already hosted Russian
President Vladimir Putin at the former royal palace of
Versailles near Paris and took Trump for dinner at the
Eiffel Tower. Jabbour said that Ankara welcomed
Macron’s accession to power, seeing him as a leader
with a pragmatic foreign policy while the French pres-
ident wanted a new relationship with Turkey based on
mutual interests. “Macron will not totally sacrifice
French-Turkish relations on the altar of human rights,”
she said.—AFP 
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TEL AVIV: Christian African Eritrean migrants chat outside a makeshift church in southern Tel
Aviv. Israel plans to force tens of thousands of African migrants to leave over the next three
months by threatening to arrest those who stay. —AFP 

Week of deadly 
protests in Iran
TEHRAN: Violent demonstrations have rocked Iran since
Thursday last week leaving at least 21 people dead, with
protests that started over the economy turning against the
Islamic regime as a whole. The wave of demonstrations, that
kicked off in second city Mashhad on December 28 and quick-
ly spread, is the biggest in the tightly controlled country since
unrest over a disputed election in 2009. Here is a summary:

First demonstrations 
A few hundred demonstrators gather in Mashhad and sev-

eral other towns on December 28 to protest high living costs
after a call reportedly goes out on the Telegram social mes-
saging service. Videos on reformist media show protesters
focusing their ire on President Hassan Rouhani but there are
also slogans lambasting the entire regime and Iran’s involve-
ment in conflicts around the Middle East. 

Protests spread 
The next day larger-scale protests flare up in more cities

including the western Kermanshah and religious centre Qom,
where footage shows hundreds of demonstrators chanting
“Death to the dictator” and “Free political prisoners”.  First
Vice President Eshaq Jahangiri suggests hardline opponents
of Rouhani’s government may be behind the demonstrations. 

Warnings, violence 
On December 30, regime supporters rally around the

country for officially sanctioned demonstrations to commemo-
rate the defeat of the 2009 protest movement. Interior
Minister Abdolrahman Rahmani Fazli calls on the public to
avoid “illegal gatherings”. But the protests grow. In Tehran,
scuffles break out and videos show demonstrators attacking a
town hall, overturning a police car and burning the Iranian flag.

10 die in one night
On December 31, the authorities issue more warnings and

officials say 200 people were arrested during the demonstra-
tions in Tehran and another 80 in Arak, some 300 kilometers
away. In a bid to stall further demonstrations, the authorities
block access to online messaging services, including
Telegram. Rouhani insists people are “absolutely free” to
express their anger but “criticism is different to violence and
destroying public property”. But the unrest continues as
videos on social media show demonstrations hitting areas
across the country for a fourth night. Iranian media and offi-
cials report 10 people died in protests overnight Sunday to

Monday in different areas in the west of the country.  In a
second statement on January 1, Rouhani plays down the
protests as “nothing” and insists the Iranian people will
“respond to rioters and lawbreakers”. US President Donald
Trump says it is “time for change” in Iran.  As fresh protests
break out in Tehran at nightfall Monday, state television says
a policeman had been killed and three others wounded by fire
from hunting rifles in the central city of Najafabad.

More deaths, arrests
State television says nine people, including the policeman,

were killed in unrest overnight Monday to Tuesday. Six died
in the town of Qahderijan, in the central province of Isfahan,
where protesters had tried to storm a police station, the state
broadcaster reports.

‘Enemies’ 
Supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei breaks his silence,

saying on January 2 that Iran’s “enemies have united and are
using all their means” against the regime. Trump denounces a
“brutal and corrupt” Iranian regime. The United Nations says

it expects “the rights to peaceful assembly and expression of
the Iranian people will be respected” and the United States
demands Iran end social media blocks. US envoy Nikki Haley
calls for emergency sessions on Iran at the UN Security
Council and the Geneva-based UN Human Rights
Commission. Rouhani phones his French counterpart
Emmanuel Macron to demand action against a “terrorist”
Iranian opposition group he accuses of fomenting the
protests. He appears to be referring to an exiled Iranian
opposition group based in Paris and called the Mujahedeen-
e-Khalq. The French president calls for “restraint and
appeasement”.

Pro-regime defiance
On January 3, after few reports of anti-regime protests

overnight, tens of thousands gather across the country in a
massive show of strength for the regime.  Chants of “Leader,
we are ready” are heard as images show thousands rallying in
the cities of Ahvaz, Kermanshah, Gorgan, and elsewhere. In a
telephone call, Rouhani tells his Turkish counterpart Recep
Tayyip Erdogan the protests will end in a few days.—AFP 

AHVAZ: An image grab shows pro-government demonstrators in the streets of the
southwestern Iranian city of Ahvaz. - AFP

As protests rage 
in Iran, Trump’s 
Iran policy faces 
sanctions test
WASHINGTON: US President Donald Trump has signaled
support for anti-government protests in Iran, but in two
weeks he faces a decision on US policy toward the Islamic
Republic that suddenly seems riskier than it did a week
ago. The six days of demonstrations in several Iranian
cities began over economic conditions, and Trump must
decide by mid-January whether to continue waiving US
sanctions on Iran’s oil exports under the terms of an inter-
national nuclear deal. If he reimposes sanctions on oil, it
could increase the economic pain for Iran’s leaders. But
analysts said it could also send the wrong message about
US support for Iran’s people in the middle of the boldest
challenge to the leadership in a decade.

The sanctions waivers were included in the 2015
nuclear pact with Iran that eased economic pressure on
Tehran in exchange for limits on its nuclear program.
Trump has repeatedly criticized the deal and promised to
negotiate a better one. Reimposing oil sanctions would
essentially kill the agreement. Reviving sanctions on Iran’s
main export would allow Tehran to argue that the United
States is ultimately the cause of Iran’s economic problems,
said Richard Nephew, who worked on sanctions policy at
the White House under President Barack Obama.

“Let’s say Trump was inclined not to renew the waivers.
I think that (the protests) make it very hard for him to do

that now because now that plays into the regime’s hands in
a way that I don’t frankly think the administration is going
to want to do,” said Nephew, now at Columbia University’s
Center on Global Energy Policy. White House spokes-
woman Sarah Sanders said on Tuesday that Trump has not
made a final decision on whether to waive sanctions. Asked
whether the protests had changed Trump’s calculation, she
replied: “Not necessarily.”

Blame the outsiders
Ray Takeyh, an Iran expert and senior fellow at the

Council on Foreign Relations, said Iran’s leaders will blame
internal troubles on the United States and other outside
powers, no matter what Washington does. “The regime’s
argument that the world is against us is a constant for 38
years,” Takeyh said in a telephone interview.  “The optics
of waiving sanctions in the midst of all this - it just doesn’t
look good.”

Takeyh and three US officials who follow Iran said the
protests undercut Iranian President Hassan Rouhani, a rel-
ative moderate who took office in 2013 pledging to
improve Iran’s economy, more than they threaten the
country’s clerical rulers. Former CIA Director John
Brennan, in a Twitter post, said the Trump administration
with its condemnation of Iran and the nuclear deal over the
last year has squandered an opportunity to bolster
reformists in Iran and promote peaceful political change.
“Bluster is neither a strategy nor a mechanism for exercise
of US power and influence,” Brennan wrote.

Yet in recent days, Trump and his top aides have
charted a more careful  course in reacting to the
demonstrations, which have led to at least 21 deaths
and hundreds of arrests. Trump in a Tweet on Tuesday
called the Tehran government a “brutal and corrupt
regime.” But he and other US officials have shied away
from suggesting Washington seeks the overthrow of
Iran’s Islamic theocracy, calling instead for Iranian

author i t ies  to  respect  protesters ’  r ights . State
Department spokeswoman Heather Nauert on Tuesday
urged Iranian security forces to exercise restraint in
dealing with protests and called on Tehran to restore
access to social media sites that have been restricted.
Nauert suggested the US government could impose
sanctions against Iranian officials who repress peace-
ful protests. —Reuters

HAMBURG: A demonstrator protests with a
poster against the policy of Iran in front of
Iran’s consulate in Hamburg, northern
Germany yesterday. - AFP 


